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THESIS ABSTRACT 
 
Name:   Anas AlSayed Mohammed AlGhazi 
Title:   Finance-Based Scheduling of Activity Networks 
Major Field:  Industrial and Systems Engineering 
Date of Degree:  June 2009 
 
Contractors usually secure funds from banks by establishing credit-line accounts to 
finance all ongoing projects. Due to the nature of the common contracts with different 
clients, contractors often operate under cash-constrained conditions. Thus, contractors 
need to have operation planning that follows along with the project’s financial planning. 
That is, to develop project schedules based on cash availability. Unfortunately, this 
integration between financing and scheduling tasks is rare in the literature and is missing 
in commercial scheduling software. Finance-based scheduling techniques integrate 
scheduling with financial planning by incorporating financing costs in scheduling 
activities under cash constraints.  
In this thesis, a modified cash flow model is incorporated in the mathematical 
formulation of the finance based scheduling problem. This problem is then formulated as 
an integer program. Due to the NP-hardness nature of the problem, the exact solution 
fails to reach the optimal result in a reasonable time for large sized problems. Thus, we 
have implemented three meta-heuristics to solve this problem. A representation scheme 
was proposed along with a repair algorithm that guarantees the feasibility of all solutions 
 
 
 x 
with respect to the precedence and financial constraints. In addition, the meta-heuristics 
were modified and applied to the multi projects finance-based scheduling problem. The 
application of this technique is illustrated by case studies solved using a program coded 
in Matlab. Finally, a study was made to compare the performance among the meta-
heuristics based on a number of performance measures. We conclude this study by 
discussing the results obtained and propose some future research directions. 
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<ـــــــــــــــ>ا:   يزIJKا MNOP MQRKا STأ  
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tgb^  VQb^_Nu تIvIRw x`yv zKذ و V^رIgKا }^رIXNKا ~Qyd`K مزKا ]^_N`Kا abc ل_ObK ك_d\Kا aKا I\KI ن_KوINKا
QP TIN`ا Mw تاذ .KوINKا hiP nW^،ةدIKا Q V_NKا د_Kا VQ\ \Rv ةMQP VQKIP فوn Ou ]NbK 
ءNKا b`P }P .KوINKا جI`O^ ،\RKا ا~K_ ن عI\uVWo  VdQP VQbQJXuu}^رIXNbK KINKا QW`Kا }P kId`  .
هو أ VwI`NKا VQKINKا درا_NKا abc ءIdv }^رIXNbK VQdPeKا لواMgKا }و . و VQdPeKا VKوMgKا Qv ]PI[`Kا ا~ه kK
 ]^_N`KاردIT  ثIOvYا د_yP و V^رIg`Kا VQdPeKا VKوMgKا Pاnv  .NKا VQdPeKا VKوMgKا Qv PMu ]^_N`Kا abc VQd\
KINKا QW`Kا  IP }^رIXNbK VQdPeKا VKوMgKا و~otv  ]^_N`Kا QKI[u Mdc رI\`cا  د_sو ]  VWXTا VKوMs
VQKIP د_Q.  
 abc VQd\NKا VQdPeKا VKوMgKا Vb[XNK VQI^nKا VIQKا  KINKا  M`bK لMP جذ_NT مM`R^ Vwوnا ¡~ه 
]^_N`Kا. xQOj PITn\آ Vb[XNKا VIQj zKذ Mv h`^ . Mg^ PITn\Kا نI ،IQvIRw VKtRNKا ¡~ه MQu VsرMK اniT
 Vv_j K VK_P VQdPز ةn`  ]£Pا ]ObK ل_j_KاةnQ\[Kا ]IRNb .hQN`v IdN ،KI`KIv و  قn ث¥V^دI`sا  
¡~ه  ]OKا ]Q£N`K مIiT حاn`ا hu §Qw Vb[XNKا ¡~ه ]OK Pزرا_o aKا VIIv قnWKاVQ  حjانINK  VQbvI
VWXTا Qunu VQwIT P وا VQKINKا VQwIdKا P ءا_k VguIdKا VQdPeKا لواMgKا ~Qydu . ]^Mu hu ،zKذ aKا VIIv
 قnWKاV^دI`sا عوnXP P n£آY ]^_N`Kا abc VQd\NKا VQdPeKا VKوMgKا Vb[XP abc IQ\Wu h`QK . xQ_`K V^n
PITn\v zKذ و VQkارد تIw abc V^nWKا  Q\Wu hu ،Vwn`NKا VKوMgKا v_kIw  ¨`IQj huماM`kIv Matlab .   
اnQoأ و قnWKا ءادأ VTرIP hu ،V^دI`sا Vwn`NKا SQ^INKا P دMc سIkا abc Vyb`NKا .`T` VKIknKا ¡~ه h
حاn`ا و IQbc ل_OKا hu `Kا I`dbK VXIdNv  [N^ `Kا VQ£O\Kا تIهIguا ªv\`RP IQ ض_Kا.  
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Chapter 1  
1. Introduction 
 
A crucial challenge for construction contractors to run a sustained business 
represents the ability to timely procure adequate cash to execute construction operations. 
Alongside payments from their customers, contractors often procure additional funds 
from external sources including banks. Typically, such cash incurs financing charges. 
Given the facts that customers actually pay after the accomplishment of the work while 
retaining some money, and the cash that contractors can withdraw from banks is limited 
in amount, contractors often operate under cash-constrained conditions. The most 
proactive operating strategy contractors can follow for financial planning is to devise 
project schedules based on cash availability. Unfortunately, this integration between 
scheduling and financing functions is rare in the current research and is missing in the 
commercial scheduling software. The concept and technique of finance-based scheduling 
achieves the desired integration between scheduling and financing by incorporating 
financing costs into the project total cost as well as scheduling under cash constraints. 
The following section outlines the principles of the finance-based scheduling. 
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1.1 Finance-Based Scheduling 
 
Contractors often procure funds from banks by establishing credit-line accounts. 
Typically, cash procurement through the banks' credit lines incurs financing costs. 
Contractors normally deposit the progress payments into the credit-line accounts to 
continually reduce the outstanding debit and consequently the financing costs. As the 
cash flow in Figure 1.1 indicates, contractors charge the expenses caused by labor, 
equipment, materials, subcontractors, and overheads (cash outflows ETt) against, and 
deposit progress payments (cash inflows Pt) into the credit-line accounts. In practice, it 
can be reasonably assumed that these transactions occur as of the cut-off times between 
periods. Accordingly, the cash out flow, ETt, and the financing cost, It, as of the cut-off 
times are determined. The summations of the values of the cash out flow, ETt, and the 
respective financing costs, It, and the outstanding debt constitute the negative cumulative 
balance Bmt. The cumulative net balance value, Nt, constitute the cumulative balance after 
depositing the progress payments. The cumulative net balance of all the cash inflows and 
outflows constitutes the profit, G, as of the end of the project. The complete formulation 
of the previous financial parameters will be explained later in the next chapter. 
Another concern of financing, though more important than the incorporation of 
financing costs, constitutes the credit-limit constraints imposed on the credit lines. The 
credit limit specifies the maximum value the negative cumulative balance as of the cut-
off times are allowed to reach. Thus, finance-based scheduling achieves the desired 
integration between scheduling and financing by incorporating financing costs into the 
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project total cost as well as scheduling activities' such that the values of the negative 
cumulative balance as of the cut-off times never exceeds the specified credit limit. The 
techniques employed to devise finance-based schedules normally fulfill this financial 
constraint with the objective of minimizing the project’s duration or maximizing the 
project’s profit. 
Being an aspect of the whole corporate rather than the individual projects, contractors 
manage the financing aspect at the corporate level. In other words, contractors' concern is 
generally to timely procure cash for all ongoing projects. Finance-based scheduling in 
this context ensures that the resulting values of the negative cumulative balances of all 
projects do not add up to exceed the credit limit, whereas the positive cumulative 
balances that occur in  some projects are utilized to schedule activities of some other 
projects. This ensures that scheduling concurrent projects can be related to the overall 
liquidity situation of contractors. The sole objective of maximizing the profit of a single 
project is changed in this context to the objective of maximizing the profit value of all 
ongoing projects.  Finance-based scheduling techniques schedule projects' activities such 
that the total profit of the projects is maximized while the financial constraint is fulfilled. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 
The objective of this research is to develop various solution methods to solve 
large scale real life finance based scheduling problems within a reasonable time. Exact 
solution to the problem using integer programming is given. Later, a number of meta-
heuristics will be applied to solve to the problem. 
 
 
1.3 Research Methodology 
1. Modify the current cash flow model to reflect accurate financing cost 
calculations by incorporating the different cases of interest calculations. 
2. Design an exact solution method to solve the problem by incorporating the 
modified cash flow model in the integer program. 
3. Employ meta-heuristics such as:  genetic algorithm, shuffled-frog leaping, 
simulated annealing to solve the single and multi projects finance based 
scheduling problems. 
 
 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, a literature review on related 
work is presented. In chapter 3, the modeling of the finance based scheduling problem is 
presented and the parameters of the cash flow model are explained. In chapter 4, an 
overview on the meta-heuristics used is presented followed by the implementation of the 
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meta-heuristics to the single project finance based scheduling problem. In chapter 5, the 
implementation of the meta-heuristics to the multi projects finance based scheduling 
problem is given. In chapter 6, the results of the study are presented along with a 
discussion. And finally in chapter 7, the thesis concludes with a conclusion and possible 
future work.  
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Chapter 2 
2. Literature Review 
 
Until the 70s of the previous century, the cost considerations in project scheduling 
were only in terms of the total cost of the project and the time value of money was 
entirely omitted (Kazaz and Sepil 1996). The research which considers the time value of 
money addresses the financial implications of the project activities. When the financial 
aspects of project management emerged, the Net Present Value (NPV) was the most 
frequent criterion used in project scheduling. The NPV is being determined using cash 
outflows and cash inflows of the project. For the contractor, cash outflows represent the 
expenses caused by labor, equipment, materials, and subcontractors while cash inflows 
represent the owner's payments. The NPV was first introduced by Russell in 1970. 
Russell's model was based on Activity On Arrow (AOA) representation and assumed that 
cash flows occur at the event times of AOA network nodes. Russell's model to determine 
the event times which maximize the NPV with absolutely no consideration of any kind of 
resource. In an extended effort, Kazaz and Sepil (1996) invalidated the assumption made 
by Russell that cash inflows occur at the realization times of some events during the 
course of the project. Kazaz and Sepil considered the problem of project scheduling 
developed a mixed integer programming formulation to maximize the NPV where the 
cash inflows occur as progress payments for the work completed during each month and 
cash outflows occur at the completion of activities.  Kazaz and Sepil developed a mixed 
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integer programming formulation that determines how much the finish time of each 
activity can be delayed beyond their earliest finish times so that the NPV of the cash 
flows associated with all the activities of a project is maximized. However, Kazaz and 
Sepil didn't present any resource-constrained scheduling technique.  
Subsequently, the problem of NPV maximization was expanded by other studies 
(Russell 1986, Padman and Smith-Daniels 1997) to include resource constraints. This 
problem represents a resource-constrained project scheduling problem with discounted 
cash flows. These two studies evaluated the performance of heuristic rules in scheduling 
resource-constrained projects to maximize the NPV of cash flows. In a more recent 
research effort, Chiu and Tsai (2002), considered the significant effect of the high cost of 
capital, and proposed an efficient priority-based heuristic rule for the resource-
constrained multi projects scheduling problem to maximize the project net present value. 
However, the research trend in these three papers didn't present a cash-constrained 
scheduling technique. The exclusive justification for using the cash flows in these three 
studies was to achieve the objective of maximizing the monetary objective of NPV rather 
than the traditional objective of minimizing the total project duration which was used 
throughout the other resource-constrained scheduling research in the literature. 
A sub problem of the previous resource-constrained scheduling with NPV 
maximization represents the problem of NPV-optimal with capital-constrained 
scheduling. Doersch and Patterson (1977) published the pioneer work in which the NPV 
is maximized while a limit on the amount of capital is available, followed by two 
remarkable papers of Smith-Daniels D.E. and Smith-Daniels V.L. (1987) and Smith-
Daniels et al. (1996). Doersch and Patterson (1977) defined the capital-constrained 
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project scheduling problem as scheduling a project with both the positive and negative 
cash flows that take place over the course of the project, where investment in project 
activities is constrained by a capital constraint. This formulation discounts all cash flows 
occurring within an activity to the end of the activity. Smith-Daniels D.E. and Smith-
Daniels V.L. (1987) introduced an approach to the project scheduling problem where the 
NPV of a project is maximized subject to capital and material constraints. This work 
considered the integration between material acquisition decisions with the process of 
scheduling the project activities. Schedules and the associated acquisition plans become 
infeasible when capital constraint is relatively tight with respect to activity capital 
requirements at a particular point in the project. Smith-Daniels et al. (1996) presented 
heuristic methods to solve the intractability problem of optimal solution for capital-
constrained NPV-optimal problem.  
The previous models of capital-constrained scheduling suffered from the major 
drawback of using the time unit of month to specify the durations of activities and 
determine activities' shifts which makes these models entirely invalid for the scheduling 
projects such as construction projects where activities durations and shifts need to be 
specified using the time unit of the working day. In other words, activities' shifts 
expressed in terms of months are not acceptable at all in construction projects. In 
addition, these models assumed that cash inflows occur at the realization times of some 
events during the course of the project. However, this assumption contradicts the typical 
practice in construction industry where cash inflows occur regularly as of the ends of 
fixed periods set forth by the owner in the contract, usually as of the end of the month for 
the work completed during the same month, to compensate contractors for the finished 
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and partially finished activities during the month. The capital-constrained scheduling 
models can accommodate financial planning of a big enterprise implementing a set of 
small projects each represented by a node on a large network that combines all the small 
projects, the financing of each small project may yield a requirement and a payback 
(Doersch and Patterson 1977).  In other words, these formulations can be used to treat 
any set of investments in which the desired final state is known, but the timing sequence 
is optional (Doersch and Patterson 1977). 
Following the same trend of research in the general area of project scheduling till 
the 70s of the previous century as outlined above, the research in project scheduling, 
specifically construction project scheduling, was directed towards minimizing the total 
project cost with no consideration given to the time value of money. For instance, the 
resource allocation techniques schedule limited resources to minimize the increase in 
project time and consequently project overhead cost. The resource leveling techniques 
schedule activities to minimize fluctuation in resource usage thereby minimizing the cost 
of recurrent hiring and laying-off and non-efficient operation. Time/cost tradeoff 
techniques minimize the total project cost considering the overhead costs and cost of 
crashed-duration activities. Thus, the vast majority of cost-optimization scheduling 
techniques in construction projects entirely discarded the financing cost which represents 
a direct cost component for the object of the project. However, few notable research 
efforts in construction have identified financing costs as a project cost component.  
Karshenas and Haber (1990) divided the cost of a resource in a construction project into 
resource mobilization cost and resource use cost. They identified cash as a separate 
resource and argued that it is required sometimes to keep the net monthly cash flow 
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(revenues less expenses) within a certain limit. However, Karshenas and Haber didn't 
identify the financing cost properly but considered the cash use cost, which is supposedly 
the financing costs according to the definition given in the same paper that resource use 
cost is a function of the use of resource, as the sum of activity costs for a given period. In 
addition, the formulation of the constraint fulfilling that the required resources should be 
less than the available resources for all project periods is absolutely not applicable to cash 
as the major financing component of the owner's payments was entirely neglected. 
Hegazy and Ersahin (2001) developed a spreadsheet-based model that combines a CPM 
network scheduling with time/cost tradeoff analysis, resource allocation and leveling, and 
cash flow management.  The Genetic Algorithm (GA) technique was then used to 
optimize the overall schedule, considering all aspects simultaneously.  In this model, cash 
flow computations were formulated regarding daily expenditures, cumulative 
expenditures, owner payments, and cash flow balance. The financing cost which was 
obtained from the cash flow calculations is then added to the total project cost. Li (1996) 
presented a mathematical model to schedule multiple subprojects with the objective of 
minimizing the construction costs. This model considered the interest cost associated 
with the investments on the individual subprojects. However, Karshenas and Haber, 
Hegazy and Ersahin, and Li didn't introduce the concept of finance-based scheduling 
which is to devise cash-constrained schedules. Warszawski (2003) presented a parametric 
model for the evaluation of financing cost in a construction project without incorporating 
his model into scheduling techniques. 
Apart from scheduling techniques, other related research efforts in project 
management were directed to cash flow forecasting and management models. Sears 
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(1981) presented a method of accomplishing integration between project schedule and 
cost. This method produces an expense flow projection by assigning estimated costs to 
the time-scaled CPM network. Au and Hendrickson (1986) model allows contractors to 
enter the cash inflows and outflows as of the ends of periods which could be weeks or 
months, use the entered values to calculate the values of other financial parameters, and 
utilize the entered and calculated values of parameters to delineate the project cash flow. 
Barbosa and Pimentel (2001) developed a linear programming model for optimal cash 
flow management of a single construction project. The model considered investments 
with distinct asset returns and level of liquidity, and also available credit lines from 
banks. The optimization algorithm finds an efficient way to manipulate the cash 
transactions over the project duration, aiming at achieving a greater profitability at the 
end of the project. Navon (1995) presented a resource-based computerized cash-flow 
forecasting model. The model automatically integrates the bill of quantities, the estimate 
and the schedule databases using a non-project-specific database. Automating the cash 
flow forecast, as proposed by Navon, ensures highest accuracy, avoids manual labour, 
and becomes generic enough. Kaka and Lewis (2003) presented a dynamic cash flow 
forecasting model that assist contractors to effectively plan and manage the cash flow of 
individual projects and at a company level. These models presented different techniques 
to help contractors perform financial planning and management. However, these models 
failed to address the aspect of financial planning and management through the tool of 
scheduling, though this is the most effective approach since contractors have full control 
on scheduling their own activities. 
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A recent study (Elazouni and Gab-Allah 2004) developed an integer-
programming model to devise finance-based schedules.  This model revises CPM 
activities start times to produce minimum-duration schedules that correspond to desired 
credit limits. This method renders schedules executable under overdrafts of specified 
credit limits.  The model considers the direct expenses of activities and add indirect 
expenses of  job overhead, taxes, markup, and bond on a pro rata basis.  However, the 
integer program they developed was a static model that can’t adequately model all 
expenditures and income cash flows and simultaneously perform the necessary 
adjustments as the original schedule is being extended.   
Genetic Algorithms (GA) technique was used  (Elazouni and Metwally 2005) to 
search for a solution for the problem of devising CPM schedules that correspond to 
desired credit limits.  For a particular project, schedules are generated using random start 
times of activities while maintaining dependency between activities.  The corresponding 
profiles of cash requirements of these randomly generated schedules are produced.  Then, 
the GA procedure searches for the schedule that produces debit values below the 
specified credit limit, minimizes financing costs, minimizes project indirect costs through 
minimizing project duration, and ultimately maximizes project profit.  The GA method 
provided full flexibility to model project disbursements and income cash flows.  
However, the previous two studies were concerned mainly with developing CPM 
schedules financed by constricted credit limits which tend to prolong project duration. 
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Elazouni and Metwally (2007) utilized compressed activities to broaden the scope 
of the finance-based scheduling introduced in Elazouni and Metwally (2005).  The 
broadened finance-based scheduling enables schedulers to schedule under relaxed as well 
as constricted credit limits and investigates the effect of the variation in credit limits on 
the total project costs.  In addition, this paper employed resource allocation and leveling 
techniques to schedule under resource limitations and ensure the efficient use of 
resources.  Consequently, the objective of the optimization is to minimize the total 
project costs.  The constraints to the cost minimization represent the credit limit, resource 
availability.  The demands of time minimization and efficient utilization of resources 
were fulfilled by expressing them as overhead costs and resource un-leveling penalty.  
Thus, finance-based scheduling constitutes an effective technique to manage cash, cost, 
time, and resources simultaneously.  The GA technique was utilized as an environment to 
devise the overall-optimized project schedules. 
Liu and Wang (2008) establishes a resource constrained project scheduling model 
based on constraint programming, whose solution can be found by using combinatorial 
optimization algorithms. The proposed model integrates the issue involving resource 
constrained problems and cash flow, and maximizes net project cash flow to optimize 
project profit from the perspective of contractors. They also performed model validation 
and two scenarios, including multi resource, resource combination selection and various 
constraints such as resource limit. 
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Elazouni (2009) proposed a heuristic method for scheduling multiple projects 
subject to cash constraints. The heuristic determines cash availability during a given 
period, identifies all possible activities' schedules, determines the cash requirements for 
each schedule, ranks schedules based on the contribution on minimizing the increase in 
the project duration, schedules all activities of the selected schedule, and determines the 
impact of the scheduled activities on the project cash flow. However, a major drawback 
in this heuristic is the extensive computational time needed when the set of eligible 
activities for one project is big or the time span of the period is long.  
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Chapter 3 
3. Modeling of the Finance Based Scheduling Problem 
 
In this chapter, we will first present the cash flow model for activity networks .After that, 
a mathematical model of the problem is presented followed by the modeling tricks used 
to put it as an integer program.  
 
3.1 Cash Flow in Activity Networks 
The cash flow model used in this thesis is based on the model proposed by Au and 
Hendrikson (1986) with some modification. The modification applied on the model made 
a more accurate calculation of the total financing cost which is the sum of the daily 
interest on expenditure, DI, and the periodic outstanding debt interest, NI. Moreover, this 
has helped in modeling an accurate way of calculating the financing cost in the integer 
program, i.e., the financing cost is only calculated if the contractor is in debt. 
We consider the cash flow from the contractor’s point of view. It should be noted 
that all cash-out transactions are entered as negative values and all cash-in transactions 
are entered as positive values. Typical cash-out includes costs such as disbursement, 
overhead and interest. In contrast, a usual cash-in is the payments received from the 
client. An example of a daily cash flow is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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The cash flow’s daily transactions: 
We assume that the contractor executing the activities borrows money from the 
bank daily as needed. This assumption is valid if the contractor pays for his expenses 
using checks drawn on the lending bank or a credit card provided by the lending bank. In 
addition, we assume that client payments are received periodically. Thus, daily and 
periodic cash flows are considered in this model where a period could be a week or a 
month. In Au and Hendrikson (1986), the interest on borrowed money is approximated 
by averaging the weekly debt to the bank. Usually this approximation is far from the 
exact value as shown in the example in Table 3.1. The example has two cases of weekly 
debt. 
Table  3.1: Example cases. 
 
Case 1  Case 2 
Day 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 
Expenditure 1000 1000 1000 2000 8000  8000 2000 1000 1000 1000 
 
According to Au and Hendrikson’s (1986) model, the financing cost is 
approximated by  J !0K LM, where !0 is the weekly interest rate and  is the total 
expenditure per week. Using this approximation, the financing cost is the same in both 
cases and it is equal to 19.5 for !0 =3%. However, this approximation is far from the 
exact value because in this case borrowing more money at the beginning of the period 
will accrue the same interest value as borrowing it at the end of the period. 
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In our cash flow model, we avoid this pitfall by considering the daily cash flow. 
This way, the financing cost can be calculated on a daily basis using a daily interest rate. 
The daily interest rate can be calculated using 
N O !/3 J N O !0 
  
Where !/ and !0 are the daily and weekly interest rates respectively and & is the number 
of working days per week. , i.e. five working days in a week. 
For five working days per week, if cash is borrowed on day  of the week and the interest 
is paid after the end of that week then the interest rate at day  is given by 
 ! J N O !/3PQ# R N   J NMSTU 
 
Using our proposed daily cash flow calculation with a weekly interest rate ! =3%, the 
financing cost for cases 1 and 2 respectively are equal to 14.4 and 32.4. 
 
Let   be the set of activities being executed at day , and   	 V  be the direct 
cost disbursement of activity 	. Then the direct cost disbursement of all activities 
performed at day  , 7 , is given by 
7 J W VXY   J NM Z   (3.1) 
Where  is the number of days required to finish the project. 
We assume that the contractor will borrow money from the lending bank at day  if there 
isn’t enough money on hand to execute the activities scheduled for that day. The amount 
of money needed for day  is given by  
 J "#K 7  J NM Z   (3.2) 
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Where  is the daily cost disbursement of day  and "# [ \  accounts for the overhead 
cost.  
The cash balance in this model is updated daily, the balance at the first day is equal to the 
cost disbursement at the first day, # J #. The cash balance is updated daily using  
 J P# O P# O   J & R S Z  & R N  J NM Z   (3.3) 
Where  denotes the week number and  is the daily interest charged at day  which is 
accrued only if the cash balance at day  is negative  ] \ . That is, the interest is only 
accrued if the contractor is in debt. The daily interest at day  is given by 
 J !K   J NM Z   (3.4) 
 
The cash flow’s weekly transactions: 
A project total-cost disbursement during a typical period  is given by  
 J W "#K 7  3^3P#Q#   J NM Z   (3.5) 
Where  is the number of periods required to complete the project. The timing of 
receiving payments from the client depends on the contract between the client and the 
contractor. We assume that payments for a certain period are received at the end of that 
period. This payment is given by 
* J "$K   J NM Z   (3.6) 
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Where "$ is a multiplier that accounts for the mark-up of the contractor and the retainage 
by the client, which is a held back amount of money to assure the quality of the work 
done.  
Moreover, If the contractor owes money to the bank at the end of period  R N, named the 
net balance 'P#, then interest ' is charged if the net balance is negative 'P# ] \ as 
follows 
' J !0K 'P#  J NM Z   (3.7) 
  The total financing cost for period  is the sum of daily interest accrued over the week in 
addition to the outstanding debt interest. The total financing cost given by 
 J ' O W P#3^3P#Q#   J NM Z   (3.8) 
 
The cash balance at the end of period  , 3K, represents the maximum cash flow at that 
period and is given by 
3K J 'P# O  O   J NM Z   (3.9) 
The net balance of period  is the balance at the end of the week after receiving the 
payment and it’s given by 
' J 3K O *  J NM Z   (3.10) 
The balance at the start of the following week is given by 
3KQ# J ' O 3KQ# O 3K  J NM Z   (3.11) 
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The objective of the finance based scheduling is to come up with a schedule that 
minimizes the project duration, such that the negative cash balance of each period  never 
exceeds a specified credit limit 6. 
3K [ R6  J NM Z   (3.12) 
In the next section, we introduce the integer program formulation of the cash flow model 
discussed above. 
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3.2 Modeling Cash Flow using Integer Programming 
 
We consider activity networks with activity on node (AoN) representation 
(Demeulemeester & Herroelen, 2002). Figure 3.2 shows such a network where each node 
corresponds to an activity and arcs represent the precedence constraints. For activity 	 , 
the early start  can be found using a forward pass calculation and the latest start 
 can be calculated using a backward pass calculation (Uher, 2003). The total float of 
activity 	, , is defined as the maximum shift in an activity’s starting time that will not 
affect the project duration and is given by 
 J  R  
. The project duration  for the critical path is defined as the minimum time 
needed to finish all of the activities in the network. The search for a schedule using the 
exact method is bounded, that is each activity can only start between its early and late 
start values. However, developing schedules that are constrained by a specific credit limit 
might involve extending the project duration. That is, if the credit limit is small it may 
result in delaying some activities. For the sake of modeling this problem as an integer 
program, an extra duration, , is added for each activity and the new extended late start 
 is calculated using 
 J  O  O  
Where  J \ for critical activities. 
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In the following subsections, the objective and the constraints of the mathematical model 
are introduced followed by the tricks used to build the integer program. 
3.2.1 The Mathematical Model 
 
The decision variables of the finance based scheduling problem are the starting 
times of the project activities. For a project with ( activities, let  define the starting 
time of activity 	, and 
denotes the duration of activity 	. The starting time of activity 	 
is represented by a binary variable  where  J N if activity 	 starts in day  and 
 J \ otherwise. Hence, the variable  can be defined as 
 J W K 
_`,a
^_,a
  (3.13) 
 
The completion time of the project can be defined as the completion time of the 
last activity/activities in the project’s network. For example, in the activity network 
shown in Figure 3.2, the maximum finishing time among activities K,L,M will define the 
completion time of the project. 
The objective of the finance-based scheduling is to minimize the project’s 
duration Z. 
bcdcecfg    h ijklgmn no   h p  O 
  	 J NM Z  ( (3.14)  
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There are two types of constraints in the finance-based scheduling problem. These 
constraints are the network related constraints (precedence constraints) and the financial 
constraint. The precedence constraint between any two consecutive activities p and q 
where p precedes q is formulated as 
 O 
 q r  (3.15) 
 
The financial constraint presented in (3.11) is the credit limit constraint which 
guarantees that the negative cash flow at any period  of the project’s cash profile will 
never exceed the specified credit limit 6. In order to incorporate this constraint in the 
mathematical model, the cash flow model equations are used to identify the weekly 
balance variable. 
The weekly balance at any period is formulated in terms of cash-outs (daily 
disbursement, financing costs) and cash-ins (periodic payments). The disbursement, 7, at 
day  is given by 
7 J W 	V    
Where  J s	 t  q  q  O 
u and  is the cost of activity 	. 
The weekly expenditure, , and the payment received at the end of each period, *, are 
given by (3.5) and (3.6) respectively. The total incurred financing cost per week, , is 
given by (3.8). Finally, the balance at the end of the week, the net balance after receiving 
the payment, and balance at the start of the following week, 3K ' and 3KQ#, are 
given by (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11). 
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In order to implement the finance-based scheduling model, given by the system of 
equations (3.1-3.15), as an integer program, some modeling tricks are needed to employ 
the IF statements that appeared in the model (Williams, 1993). These modeling tricks are 
presented in the following sections. 
It should be noted that this model overcomes a limitation in Elazouni et al. (2004) integer 
programming model in which the cash flow of the project is assumed to be always 
negative. In this thesis we allow the cash flow represented by the balance to be either 
negative or positive. A negative value means that the contractor is in debt while a positive 
value means that the contractor has cash on hand. It assumed in this model that contractor 
will use any cash on hand to execute the project and no financing cost is accrued in this 
case. On the other hand, if there is cash on hand but not enough to execute the scheduled 
activities, the contractor borrows the shortage from the bank. The financing cost accrued 
in this case is charged on the total daily expenditure even if the borrowed cash is less than 
the total daily expenditure. 
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3.2.2 Modeling the Financing Cost Calculation 
 
There are two sources of financing cost, the daily interest and the weekly 
outstanding debt interest cost. These costs are formulated in the mathematical model, 
however, they should be modeled such that they are charged only when the cash balance 
is negative, i.e. the contractor is in debt. To model such condition, indicator variables are 
introduced to the model to indicate the state of the balance.  
Let : J vN       ] \\       [ \w 
This indicator variable can be modeled as follows 
 q N R :K %  
 p R: K %  
Where % is a sufficiently large number. 
The daily interest, , should be charged only if : J N, this can be modeled as follows 
 q !K   
 O N R :K % p ! K   
 R :K % q \  
 p \  
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Similarly, the periodic outstanding debt interest cost, ', should be charged if 'P# ] \ 
Let B J vN      ' ] \\      ' [ \w 
This indicator variable can be modeled as follows 
' q N R BK %  
' p RBK %  
' O N R BK % p !0K 'P# 
' R N R BK % q !0K 'P#  
' R BK % q \  
' p \  
3.2.3 Modeling the Last Payment 
 
To assure the quality of the contractor’s work, usually the client retains some of 
the money he owes the contractor. This retained money is paid to the contractor after 
completing the project. This amount of retained money is a percentage of the weekly 
payments and can be defined as a constant regardless of the schedule. This retained 
money should be added to the last payment the contractor receives. This can be modeled 
in the integer program using two indicator variables to indicate the end of the project. The 
project is completed when all the activities are finished, which is equivalent to the last 
period with disbursements. 
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Let  8 J vN       [ \\       J \w 
This variable can be modeled as 
 R 8 K % q \  
 R 8 K 2& p \  
Where 2& is a sufficiently small number and it should be less than any non-zero 
expenditure. 
Another indicator variable is needed to indicate payment in which the retained amount of 
cash will be added. This variable will indicate a switch in 8 between any consecutive 
periods. 
8P# R 8 J 9  J M Z    
 
Finally, the retained money is added to the last payment using the formula 
* J "$K  O 1K 9  J N Z    
 
Where 1 is the amount of retained cash. It can be seen that the amount 1 will be added 
only when 9 J N. In other words, the retained cash will be added to the last payment. 
The complete integer programming model is presented next. 
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bcdcecfg   h  
Subject to   J x    K _`,a^_,a   	 J NM Z  ( h p  O 
 	 J NM Z  (  O 
 q r N q 	 ) q (, and 	 precedes ) 7 J x VXY    J NM Z    J "#K 7  J NM Z    J x   "#K 7 3K^3P#Q#    J NM Z    R 8K % q \  J NM Z    R 8K 2& p \  J NM Z   8P# R 8 J 9  J NM Z   * J "$K  O 1K 9  J NM Z    q ! K   J NM Z    O N R :K % p ! K   J NM Z    R : K % q \  J NM Z    p \  J NM Z   ' q N R BK %  J NM Z   ' p RBK %  J NM Z   ' O N R BK % p !0K 'P#  J NM Z   ' R N R BK % q !0K 'P#  J NM Z   ' R BK % q \  J NM Z   ' p \  J NM Z   3K J 3KP# O 3KP# O 3K O '  J NM Z    J P# O P# O    J & R S Z  & R N  q N R :K %  J NM Z    p R: K %  J NM Z   ' J 3 O *  J NM Z   3KQ# J ' O 3KQ# O 3K  J NM Z   3K [ R6  J NM Z     8 9 B  : J \ y! N   
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Chapter 4 
4. Meta-heuristic Solutions to the Finance Based 
Scheduling Problem 
 
Practice shows that real life engineering problems are usually of the large scale 
type. For some of these problems, efficient analytically based algorithms exist, such as 
linear programming, for obtaining globally optimal solutions. However, for discrete 
and/or combinatorial optimization problems, no such efficient algorithms are available 
for a general problem. This means that exact methods such as integer programming 
usually fail to reach the optimal solution in a reasonable time. This is due to the huge and 
complex solution space of these large scale problems which makes finding the optimal in 
reasonable time is almost impossible. To overcome this problem, researchers came up 
with “heuristics” that produce fast near optimal results for specific problems (Artigues, 
Demassey & Neron, 2008).  
A heuristic is a procedure applied to a problem in order to get a good (near 
optimal) solution at a reasonable computation time and cost. In other words, it’s a rule of 
thumb that will hopefully find a good answer but doesn’t guarantee optimality. Heuristic 
are problem specific, that is, it’s designed to work on a certain problem. However, some 
of these heuristics are alerted in a way that makes it general and not problem specific. 
These heuristics are named meta-heuristics (Michalewicz & Fogel, 2002). 
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Thus, a meta-heuristic can be defined as a heuristic method for solving a very general 
class of computational problems by combining a set of procedures in the hope of 
obtaining a more efficient or more robust procedure to find a good solution for a problem.  
Figure 4.1 shows the timeline of some of the main meta-heuristics used in the literature. 
In this chapter, a description on the mechanism of each meta-heuristic is provided along 
with the pseudo code for each one.   
The meta-heuristics that will be used are: 
a) Genetic algorithms. 
b) Shuffled frog-leaping algorithm. 
c) Simulated annealing. 
A general overview of each meta-heuristic and the implementation of each to the finance 
based scheduling problem will be discussed in the following subsections 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 
Evolutionary prog. 
     Evolution strategies 
Genetic algorithms Simulated Annealing          Ant colony  Shuffled frog-leaping  
Tabu search            Particle swarm   Artificial Bee 
Figure  4.1: The time line of different meta-heuristics. (Source: Wikipedia.com) 
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4.1 Overview of the Meta-heuristics Used 
4.1.1 Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a meta-heuristic search algorithm that is based on the 
evolutionary concepts of natural selection. The basic idea behind the GA is designed to 
simulate processes in natural system of evolution, specifically the principle of “survival 
of the fittest”. As such it’s considered an intelligent exploitation of a random search 
within a defined search space of a given problem. In other words, Genetic Algorithm is a 
search technique used to find an approximate, or if lucky an exact, solutions to 
optimization problems. Genetic algorithms are classified as a population based global 
search heuristic and more specifically as an evolutionary algorithm that uses techniques 
inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. 
  The evolution starts from an initial population of randomly generated individuals 
and occurs over generations. Individuals in this population represent possible solutions to 
the problem. In each generation, the fitness of each individual in the population is 
evaluated according to the fitness function, multiple individuals are then selected from 
the current population (based on their fitness), and modified (recombined or randomly 
mutated) to form a new population. The newly generated population is then used in the 
next iteration of the algorithm. Usually, the algorithm terminates when either a maximum 
number of iterations has been carried out, or an acceptable fitness level has been reached 
for the population. If the algorithm has terminated due to a maximum number of 
iterations, a satisfactory solution is not guaranteed (Eiben & James, 2003) (Michalewicz, 
1994). 
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The major components of GA are: Representation, Fitness function (objective), 
Initialization, Selection, Crossover, Mutation and Repair. 
Representation: 
The most important step in Genetic Algorithms is representation of the solution 
domain in which the decision variables of the problem are gathered as an individual. 
Decision variables (genes) are structured as a vector (chromosome) which is the solution 
structure of the GA. Each chromosome is a representation of a complete solution to the 
problem yet it is in some cases not a feasible solution and will require the repair operator 
to return it to feasibility. The aim of the GA is to find the best feasible solution 
(individual) along many generations that evolve using the genetic operations of crossover 
and mutation. Thus it can be seen that the chromosome representation is a crucial step in 
any GA.  
 
Initialization: 
Initially a number of individual solutions are randomly generated to form an 
initial population. The population size is a parameter that depends somehow on the 
complexity of the problem, and usually it ranges from several hundreds to thousands of 
possible solutions. The random generation of the population should cover the entire range 
of possible solutions (the search space). Typically, the initial population is generated 
using an upper and lower limit for each gene. The gene is created between these limits 
using a random number generator.  
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Fitness function: 
For any given problem, the fitness function is defined using the objective function 
of that problem. The fitness function is used to measure the quality (fitness) of a given 
individual (solution). Thus, the fitness function always depends on the problem. For 
instance, in the knapsack problem in which the objective is to maximize the total value of 
objects that can be put in a knapsack of a fixed capacity. A representation of the solution 
may be an array of bits, where each bit corresponds to an object, and the value of the bit 
(0 or 1) denotes whether the object is in the knapsack or not. Not every such 
representation is reasonable, as the size of objects may exceed the capacity of the 
knapsack. The fitness of the solution in this example is the sum of values of all objects in 
the knapsack if the representation is valid or 0 otherwise. 
 
Selection: 
In order to simulate the process of evolution, a proportion of each generation is 
selected to breed the offspring which will be the new generation. Individual solutions can 
be selected through different selection schemes. Most commonly, a fitness-based process 
of selection is used, where fitter solutions (as measured by a fitness function) are more 
likely to be selected. Certain selection methods rank the fitness of each solution and 
stochastically select the best solutions. Other methods rank only a random sample of the 
population, as this process may be very time-consuming if the fitness calculation 
complex. 
Most selection functions are stochastic and designed so that less fit solutions are 
selected but in small proportions. This helps in avoiding premature convergence to poor 
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solutions by keeping a diverse population. Popular selection methods include roulette 
wheel selection and tournament selection. 
 
Crossover: 
Crossover is the process of generating a new population (offspring) by mating the 
selected parents of the current generation. Each new solution (child) is produced by a 
selected pair of "parent" solutions from the pool selected previously. Offspring solutions 
share many of the characteristics of its "parents". New parents are selected to produce a 
new generation, and the process continues until the termination criterion is satisfied.  
These processes yield a population of chromosomes that is different from the initial 
generation. Commonly the average fitness of the population keeps improving, since only 
the best individuals from the first generation are selected for breeding, along with a small 
proportion of less fit individuals. 
 
Mutation: 
The process of mutation is done by randomly altering some selected individuals in 
the population. This mutation is done by changing the value of one or more genes in an 
individual. Mutation operation is usually used to avoid premature convergence to a local 
optimal solution by introducing some variation in each population. Usually the 
percentage of mutation is set to low values. 
 
A pseudo code for the algorithm is given in Table 4.1. 
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Table  4.1: GA pseudo code. 
 
Begin 
Generate a new population of solutions; 
While (terminating condition not met) 
{ 
Evaluate solutions through fitness assignment; 
Select best individuals to reproduce based on their fitness value; 
Breed new solutions through crossover operator; 
Mutate; 
Repair; 
} 
End 
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4.1.2 Shuffled Frog-Leaping Algorithm 
 
The shuffled frog-leaping algorithm (SFLA) is a memetic meta-heuristic that is 
based on the evolution of memes carried by interactive individuals, and on a global 
exchange of information among themselves. A meme can be defined as a transmittable 
information pattern that replicates by infecting host minds and altering their behavior, 
which causes them to propagate the pattern. In other words, a meme is any kind of 
information that survives long enough to be recognized as such and that can pass from 
mind to mind.   
Eusuff, Lansey and Pasha (2006) designed this meta-heuristic by combining the 
ideas of the shuffled complex evolution algorithm and the particle swarm optimization. 
Traditional evolutionary algorithms like GA are based on the concept of population 
which is a set of individuals. Each individual is associated with a fitness value that 
measures how good it is. On the other hand, SFLA the individuals are not so important 
yet they are seen as hosts of memes. Each host carries a meme that is analogous to the 
chromosome in GA. While genes can only be transmitted from parents to offspring, 
memes can be transmitted between any two individuals. Thus, a better individual 
(solution) that takes generations to propagate takes a relatively shorter time to spread in 
the SFLA population.    
The name of this method came from applying this memetic approach to a group of 
frogs leaping in a swamp and searching for food. The swamp has a number of stones at 
discrete locations on to which the frogs can leap to find the stone that has the maximum 
amount of available food. The frogs are allowed to communicate with each other, so that 
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they can improve their memes using others’ information. Improvement of a meme is done 
when a frog that is far from the stone with the maximum amount of food leaps toward a 
frog closer to the food. This leap results in altering the faraway frog’s position to be 
closer to the stone with maximum amount of food. Here, the change of memes is only 
allowed to be a discrete value by analogy with the frogs and their discrete positions. 
 
 
Steps of SFLA: 
 
The search begins with a randomly selected population of frogs covering the 
entire swamp. The population is partitioned into several parallel communities, called 
memeplexes, which evolve independently to search the space in different directions. 
Within each memeplex, the frogs are infected by other frogs’ ideas which results in an 
improvement in the individual frog’s performance towards a goal. To ensure that the 
infection process is fruitful, it is required that frogs with better memes (ideas) contribute 
more to the development of new ideas than frogs with poor ideas. Thus, the selection 
process for frogs using a triangular probability distribution provides a competitive 
advantage to better ideas.  
During the evolution, the frogs may change their memes using the information 
from the memeplex’s best frog or from the best frog among the entire population. 
Incremental changes in memes correspond to a leaping step size and the new meme 
corresponds to the frog’s new position. After an individual frog has improved its position, 
the community will be able to make use of this improvement to find a better one closer to 
the maximum amount of food. After a certain number of memetic evolutions between the 
frogs of each memeplex, the memeplexes are forced to mix and new memeplexes are 
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formed through a shuffling process. This shuffling enhances the quality of the memes 
after being infected by frogs from different regions of the swamp. This in turn accelerates 
the searching procedure for frogs by sharing their experience in the form of infection and 
it ensures that the cultural evolution towards any particular interest is free from regional 
bias (Eusuff et al., 2006) (Chung & Lansey, 2009). 
A pseudo code for the algorithm is given in Table 4.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table  4.2: SFLA pseudo code. 
 
Begin 
Generate a virtual population of frogs 
While (convergence criteria not met) 
{ 
Sort the population of frogs in order of decreasing fitness value 
Partition frogs into memeplexes 
While (evolution for all memeplexes not done) 
  { 
  Memetic evolution within each memeplex (Local Exploration) 
  } 
 Shuffle memeplexes 
 } 
end 
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4.1.3 Simulated Annealing 
 
Simulated Annealing (SA) was first introduced by Kirkpatrick, Gelatt and   
Vecchi (1983). In the 1980s, SA had a huge impact on the field of heuristic search for its 
simplicity and efficiency in solving combinatorial optimization problems. The idea of 
simulated annealing was inspired by the annealing process in metallurgy, a technique 
involving the heating and controlled cooling of a material to increase the size of its 
crystals and reduce their defects. For a minimization objective, the heat frees atoms to be 
able to move from their initial positions (a local minimum of the internal energy) and 
wander randomly through states of higher energy; the slow cooling gives those more 
chances of finding configurations with lower internal energy than the initial one. 
Using the same idea, this process is simulated and applied to search for a feasible 
solution to an optimization problem. Starting with an initial solution, SA algorithm 
searches for a nearby solution in by alerting the current solution using a generation 
function. This is similar to the local neighborhood search method which usually tends to 
be trapped into a local optima rather than the global one. The SA method was built to 
avoid such trap by assigning a probability to accept a new solution even if it’s worse than 
the current one. This acceptance probability is controlled by the Temperature parameters 
which starts high and tends to cool down over the iterations. So during the initial 
iterations, the temperature is high and the probability of accepting worse solution is high. 
The temperature is decreased over the iteration using a certain cooling schedule which 
will result is lower probabilities of accepting bad solutions. The search continues until a 
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stopping criterion is met. This simulation helps in exploring the feasible solution space at 
higher temperatures and avoids premature convergence to local optima. 
The pseudo code for the algorithm is given in Table 4.3. 
 
 
Table  4.3: SA pseudo code. 
 
Begin 
Initialize temperature 
Randomly generate an initial solution IS 
Calculate the initial solution’s energy  f (IS) 
While (Stopping criteria is not met) 
{ 
Update the temperature using the cooling schedule 
While (number of iterations at each temperature are not met) 
  { 
  Generate a neighbor solution IS’ 
  Calculate the new energy for this solution f (IS’) 
  Delta = f (IS’) – f (IS) 
  If Delta ≤ 0 
   Accept the new solution IS=IS’ 
  Else  
Accept the new solution with a probability   P z{|}~{a 
  End if 
  } 
} 
End 
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4.2 Meta-heuristics’ Implementation 
In the following subsections, the common concepts that are shared among the 
heuristics are introduced first. Later, the implementation of each heuristic is illustrated 
using the 13-activity project network shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
 
4.2.1 Common Concepts among Meta-heuristics 
 
In order to design a heuristic, a representation of the solutions handled by the 
algorithm should be carefully chosen. In addition, the definition of the objective function 
that will guide the search is also important. Choosing a good representation and defining 
a suitable objective function greatly depends on the problem’s constraints. For any 
optimization problem, constraints can be handled, when a heuristic is designed, using 
different strategies such as rejection, penalization, decoding and repairing strategies. In 
this section, the representation (encoding) of the solution is demonstrated. Then, the 
objective function is defined for the penalization and the repairing strategies respectively. 
Finally, the repair algorithm used for the repairing strategy is presented.  
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 Representation: 
One of the most important steps in the design of a heuristic is the encoding 
(representation) of a solution as it plays a major part in the efficiency of the heuristic. 
Encoding helps in handling some of the problem’s constraints and taking advantage of 
this will help in improving the effectiveness of the designed heuristic. As been presented 
earlier in the finance-based scheduling model (Chapter 4), there are two main constraints; 
the network precedence relations constraint and the financial constraint. Choosing the 
right representation will take care of one of these constraints. 
 In our problem, decision variables are the starting times of each activity. This can be 
represented by a vector that shows the starting time of each activity. While this might 
sound like the best way to represent the solution, representing the solution this way will 
allow infeasibility with respect to the precedence constraint. That is, the starting time of 
each activity is not forced to follow the precedence relation’s constraint. Moreover, 
starting with a feasible solution or a population of feasible solutions will not solve the 
problem of violating the precedence relation constraint because each heuristic has its own 
method of searching and generation of new potential solutions. However, the shift vector 
representation will guarantee that all solutions are feasible with respect to the precedence 
relation constraint. 
In the shift vector representation, each solution is represented by a vector where each 
non-negative integer in a position indicates how many days the corresponding activity is 
scheduled beyond its early start time. The shift vector representation is illustrated in 
Figure 4.3. 
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Let  < be the shift of activity p and = = s<# <$ Z  <u be the shift vector representation 
of a solution. In order to get the starting times vector (solution) from the shift vector 
representation a decoder must be used. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4 using the example 
network given in Figure 4.2. The decoder’s pseudo code is given in Table 4.4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure  4.3: Shift vector representation. 
Figure 4.4: Decoding example. 
0 0 1 0 2 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 
Shift representation 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
< 
p Activity 
Activity shift 
0 0 1 0 2 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 4 6 3 6 6 9 9 9 13 
Shift representation 
Starting time 
representation 
 
Decoding 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
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Table 4.4: Pseudo code for the decoder. 
 
Let 
 < = the shift of activity p  =the early start of activity p  = the early finish of activity p 
 = the duration of activity p *!  = the set of all predecessors of activity p 
 
Begin #=0 # J # O 
#  
For activities p = 1 to n 
  J esr) V *! u O  <  
  J  O 
 
End 
 
 
It should be noted however that this representation doesn’t guarantee a financially 
feasible schedule. That is, the negative cash balance may exceed the credit limit at any 
point along the project’s duration. This can be treated by either adding a penalty in the 
objective function (penalization strategy) or by using the repair operator (repair strategy) 
as will be seen later. 
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Generation of the initial solution: 
Initial solution is required for population based heuristics, like GA and SFLA, as well as 
the single based heuristics such as SA. The quality of the initial solution greatly affects 
the effectiveness and the efficiency of the heuristic. For the population based heuristics, 
the initial population should be diverse to avoid premature convergence. Thus, it’s 
important to generate a diverse population that covers the search space of the problem. 
The generation is done using an upper bound to the shift vector and a uniform random 
number generator. The adjusted total float, A,  can be used as the upper bound as it takes 
care of the total float of each activity as well as any Additional Shift Units, ASU, added to 
the total float of each activity if needed. To have a reasonable solution, not all activities 
are shifted. Thus the random generator code should randomly shift some of the activities 
as shown in Table 4.5. An example of a generated schedule for the example network is 
given in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. 
It should be noted that the precedence relation constraint is feasible in all of the generated 
schedules but the repair operator should be used to repair any financial infeasibility. 
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Table  4.5: Pseudo code for the initial solution generator. 
 
Let *,-. = the probability of shifting an activity A = the adjusted total float vector. 
 
Begin 
Generate a random number for each activity 
For i=1 to p 
 If rand(i)< *,-.  
  < J H!(
\NK AI 
 Else 
  < J \ 
End if 
End 
 
  
Figure  4.5: Generated schedule with ASU =5. 
10 10 8 5 10 10 8 5 8 5 8 9 5 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
A 
0 4 0 0 5 2 0 3 1 0 2 7 2 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
Generate 
= 
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Figure  4.6: Example of a generated schedule. 
J 
F 
K 
H 
D 
I 
G 
M 
C 
L 
B 
E 
A 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Day 
0 4 0 0 5 2 0 3 1 0 2 7 2 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
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The objective function: 
The objective of the finance-based scheduling is to minimize the project’s duration Z as 
given in (3.13). The objective (fitness function) when using the repair strategy is 
 J h  (Repair used) 
 
In this case the repair operation will always keep solution(s) feasible with respect to the 
financial constraint. However, a penalty should be added to the objective function if the 
penalization strategy is used. The objective (fitness function) function will look like 
 J h O D&\ 34 R 6 (Repair not used) 
 
Where D is a penalty factor, 34 is the maximum negative balance and 6 is the 
specified credit limit. 
 
Repair algorithm: 
As seen before, the encoding method guarantees feasible schedules with respect to the 
precedence relation constraint but doesn’t warrant the credit limit feasibility. The repair 
function will repair any financial infeasibility by shifting the starting time of some 
activities in order to keep the balance within the credit limitation. For a given infeasible 
schedule, the repair algorithm will identify the period in which the credit limit constraint 
was violated. The algorithm will then chose an activity to be shifted according to a 
certain criterion. Activities will be shifted until the credit limit constraint for that period 
is satisfied .The algorithm will then move to the next period to make sure it’s financially 
feasible. This is done for all the periods until the end of the project. The steps of the 
algorithm are shown in Algorithm 4.1. There are different shifting criteria such as giving 
priority to the minimum shift or a random activity random amount shift. 
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Algorithm 4.1: Repair 
 
//Given: an infeasible schedule with respect to the credit limit constraint 
//Output:  a feasible schedule with respect to the credit limit constraint 
 Let:  =the early start of activity p  = the early finish of activity p  = cost of activity p 
Repair () 
 { 
 Calculate the cash flow of the schedule, identify the period that violates the credit 
limit constraint and the “amount” of cash exceeding the limit 
 While (not the last period) 
 { 
While (amount > 0) 
  { 
Set of activities in that period ={ <end of period &  >start of 
period} 
  Calculate the minimum shift needed to improve for each activity 
  Calculate the maximum shift available to improve for each activity 
  Calculate the shift required to return to feasibility for each activity 
    J &y(L 
  Choose one activity to shift according to the shift criterion 
  Update the shift vector 
  } 
 Check next period 
 } 
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4.2.2 Genetic Algorithm 
In this subsection, GA will be described by explaining the different operators used 
as illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 4.7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes 
No 
Population Generation 
Evaluate Population 
Sigma Scaling & 
Parents’ Selection 
 
Crossover 
Repair 
Max 
Generations? 
Initialize 
End 
Mutation 
Infeasible? 
No 
Yes 
Figure  4.7: Flow chart for the GA. 
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Initialize: 
The GA algorithm is initialized by setting its parameters such as the population size, the 
maximum number of generations, the probability of crossover and the probability of 
mutation. 
 
Population Generation: 
A population is generated using the generator presented in section 4.2.1. The number of 
solutions generated is equal to the population size determined in the initialization step. 
 
Evaluate Population: 
Each individual in the population is evaluated using the objective function presented in 
section 4.2.1. 
 
Sigma Scaling and Parents’ Selection: 
The purpose of selection is to emphasize the fitter individuals in the population in hopes 
that their offspring will in turn have even higher fitness. Sigma scaling is a scaling 
mechanism that is applied to the population before the selection process. Originally, GA 
used fitness−proportionate selection, in which the "expected value" of an individual (i.e., 
the expected number of times an individual will be selected to reproduce) is that 
individual's fitness divided by the average fitness of the population. However, this 
method of selection might lead to a "premature convergence." In other words, 
fitness−proportionate selection early on often puts too much emphasis on "exploitation" 
of highly fit individuals at the expense of exploration of other regions of the search space. 
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Later in the search, when all individuals in the population are very similar (the fitness 
variance is low), there are no real fitness differences for selection to exploit, and the 
evolution process will stop. To address such problems, GA researchers have 
experimented with several "scaling “methods for mapping "raw" fitness values to 
expected values so as to make the GA less susceptible to premature convergence. Sigma 
scaling is one of these methods which keeps the selection pressure (i.e., the degree to 
which highly fit individuals are allowed many offspring) relatively constant over the 
course of the run rather than depending on the fitness variances in the population. Under 
sigma scaling, an individual's expected value is a function of its fitness, the population 
mean, and the population standard deviation 
	  J  N O  R MC      C  \             NK\                  C J \   w         
 Where 	  is the expected value of individual  at time ,  is the fitness of 
,  d C are the mean fitness and the standard deviation of the population at time 
 respectively. If the 	 is negative, it’s replaced with a value of 0.1. So that 
individuals with very low fitness will have slimmer chances in reproduction. 
At the beginning of a run, when the standard deviation of the population’s fitness is 
typically high, the fitter individuals will not be many standard deviations above the mean, 
and so they will not be allocated the lion's share of offspring. Likewise, later in the run, 
when the population is typically more converged and the standard deviation is typically 
lower, the fitter individuals will stand out more, allowing evolution to continue (Mitchell, 
1998). 
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Crossover: 
A simple one point crossover is used as explained in Figure 4.8. A pair of parents is 
selected using the selection method described before. The rate of crossover is determined 
by a crossover probability parameter which is assumed to be 1. Thus, all the population 
will reproduce and will be replaced by the offspring. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 0 1 0 2 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 0 4 0 0 
Crossover 
Child 1 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
Parent 1 
Parent 2 
0 0 1 0 2 3 1 0 2 0 4 0 0 
1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
Child 2 
Figure  4.8: Crossover example. 
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Mutation: 
In this step, the chromosome is mutated according to the mutation probability. The 
mutation (change) will affect one gene in the chromosome. This operation is necessary to 
keep a diverse population in order to avoid premature convergence.     Figure 4.9 explains 
the mutation operator. Mutation is controlled using the mutation probability parameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Repair: 
The repair algorithm explained before is necessary to keep the population feasible with 
respect to the credit limit constraint. Several repair methods are proposed and it can be 
used interchangeably to keep the diversity of the population.  
  
0 0 1 0 2 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
Selected gene for mutation 
0 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
Figure  4.9: Mutation operation. 
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4.2.3 Shuffled Frog-Leaping Algorithm 
In this subsection, the different steps of the SFLA, illustrated in Figure 4.10, are detailed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Population 
Generation 
 
Evaluate Population 
Rank Population 
Construct 
Memeplexes 
Start Memetic 
Evolution 
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 Sub-memeplexes 
Try Local Search 
Update 
Memeplexes 
Try Global Search 
Generate a New 
Solution 
Local 
Success? 
Shuffle Memeplexes 
Max 
Iterations? 
Initialize 
End 
Global 
Success? 
Max 
evolutions? 
Figure  4.10: Flow chart for the SFLA. 
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Exploration 
Step 0 Initialize: Set the number of memeplexes, '&, and the number of frogs in each 
memeplex, '(, the number of frogs in each sub-memeplex '), the number of memetic 
evolution steps, ' , and the number of iterations,  !. The population size, , in this 
case is equal to  J '&K '( . 
 
Step 1 Population Generation: This step is done using the generator presented in section 
4.2.1. The number of solutions generated is equal to . I.e., =# =$ Z  = . 
 
Step 2 Evaluate Population: Each frog in the population is evaluated using the objective 
function presented in section 4.2.1. 
 
Step 3 Rank Population: Sort the  frogs in descending order of the fitness value. 
Record the best frog,  =?>, in the population. 
 
Step 4 Construct Memeplexes: Construct memeplexes such that the ith memeplex has 
solutions =  =Q3 =Q$3 Z  =P3P. Figure 4.11 illustrates the memeplex 
construction. 
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Step 4 Memetic Evolution: 
Step 4.1 Construct Sub-memeplexes: From each memeplex, randomly choose 
') frogs (solutions). This is accomplished by assigning a probability for each 
frog in the memeplex. The probability follows a triangular discrete distribution. 
The jth frog in the memeplex will have the probability 
*+ J M'( O N R L'('( O N   J NM Z  '( 
Record the best and worst frogs (solutions) in the sub-memeplex as => and =@ 
respectively. Figure 4.12 illustrates the idea of sub-memeplex construction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
Nm+1 
. 
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2 
Nm+2 
. 
. 
Nm 
2Nm 
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F 
1 
2 
3 
. 
. 
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Sorted frogs 
population 
1
st
 
memeplex 
2
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memeplex 
Nm
th
 
memeplex 
…
Figure  4.11: Construction of memeplexes. 
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Step 4.2 Try local search: consider a temporary solution given by 
=3 J =@ O H!(
K => R =@I 
Where \ q !(
 q N is a random number and H I is the floor function. 
Evaluate the temporary solution. 
Step 4.2 Local success? In this step we check if  =3 ] =@ 
Set  =@ J =3 and go to step 4.6 
Otherwise go to step 4.3 
Step 4.3 Try global search: a temporary solution given by 
=3 J =@ O H!(
K =?> R =@I 
Step 4.4 Global success? In this step we check if  =3 ] =@ 
Set  =@ J =3 and go to step 4.6 
Otherwise go to step 4.5 
 
Frog population (F=Nm.Nn) 
Memeplex of Nn frogs 
Sub-memeplex of Nq frogs 
 
Best frog  =>  
. 
. 
. 
Worst frog  =0 
Figure  4.12: Construction of a sub-memeplex. 
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Step 4.5 Generate a new solution: randomly generate a new solution to replace 
the worst solution =@. 
Step 4.6 Update memeplexes: update the worst solution in each memeplex. 
Step 4.7 Max evolutions? check the if evolution counter ='  
Go to step 5. 
Otherwise go to step 4.1. 
Step 5 Shuffle Memeplexes: merge all the memeplexes together into one pool. 
Step 6 Max Iterations? check if the maximum number of iterations has been reached. 
Stop 
Otherwise go to step 3. 
The mechanism of the memetic evolution in the SFLA is illustrated in Figure 4.13. 
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Local Search: leap successful 
Local Search: leap failure 
Global Search: leap successful 
Memeplex’s worst frog 
Global best frog 
Memeplex’s best frog 
New global best frog 
Figure  4.13: Memetic evolution in SFLA. 
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4.2.4 Simulated Annealing 
This subsection will describe the mechanism of SA as shown in Figure 4.14. 
Initialize: 
 Define the parameters of the SA such as the initial temperature, number of iterations per 
temperature and the minimum temperature allowed. 
Generate Initial Solution: 
 One solution is generated using the generator presented in section 4.2.1. 
Evaluate Solution’s Energy: 
 The energy (fitness) of the solution is evaluated using the objective function presented in 
section 4.2.1. 
Generate a Neighbor Solution: 
 A neighbor solution can be obtained from the current solution by changing some parts of 
the solution. This is done on the shift vector by adding a value between specified upper 
and lower limits for the change. It should be noted that the change should be small, thus 
the change shouldn’t affect all activates. A pseudo code for generating a new neighbor is 
given in Table 4.6. An example for neighbor generation is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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No 
Yes 
No 
Generate Initial 
Solution 
Evaluate Solution’s 
Energy 
(Old Energy) 
Generate a Neighbor 
Solution 
;=Old Energy-New Energy 
Minimum 
Temperature 
Reached? 
Initialize 
End 
Solution = Neighbor Solution 
 
;p \ No 
!(
 ]   K3  Accept if 
 
Decrease Temperature 
Yes 
Max 
Iterations? 
Yes 
Evaluate Neighbor 
Solution’s Energy 
(New Energy) 
Figure 4.14: Flow chart for SA. 
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Table 4.6 : Pseudo code for generating a new neighbor. 
 
Begin 
Given the current solution 
Given the possible allowed shifts for activities 
Given the probability of each shift 
Generate a random number for each activity 
Using the random number, determine the amount of shift for each activity 
Apply changes on the solution 
Remove any negative values in the new solution  
End  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
E L I 
Solution 
Neighbor 
Probability of shifts 
Random numbers 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
0 0 1 0 2 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 3 0 3 2 0 0 3 0 
A,B,…,M 
Figure  4.15: Generating a neighbor for a solution. 
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Decrease Temperature: 
In the SA algorithm, the temperature is decreased gradually through the simulation 
process. The quality of the solution depends greatly on the speed of the cooling 
schedules. If the temperature is decreased slowly, better solutions are obtained but more 
computation time is needed. The most popular cooling function is the geometric cooling 
schedule in which the temperature is updated using the formula 
 &	 J EK  &	 
Where \ q E q N. 
 
The process of annealing starts with the initial temperature set and the initial 
solution generated. The initial solution is evaluated and then a neighbor for the initial 
solution is generated and evaluated. If the neighbor solution has a better value according 
to the objective function, the neighbor will replace the initial solution. Otherwise, if the 
neighbor solution is not better, it will be accepted with a probability equal to   K3 . 
While k is the Boltzmann constant. A number of trails are made for each temperature, it 
can be seen that the acceptance of a worse solution depends on the current temperature. 
Worse solutions are accepted more at the beginning of the process when the temperature 
is high. After finishing the number of iterations set for a certain temperature, the 
temperature is cooled using the cooling schedule discussed earlier and the process of 
annealing goes on until the minimum temperature is reached.  
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Chapter 5 
5. Multi Projects Finance Based Scheduling 
 
Usually for a given company, contractors manage the financial aspects at the 
corporate level and not at the individual project’s level. The contractor is generally 
concerned about the means of timely procuring cash for all ongoing projects. In this 
situation, finance based scheduling ensures that the resulting values of the negative 
cumulative balances of all projects do not add up to exceed the credit limit, while 
utilizing the positive cumulative balances that occur in some projects to execute others. 
Thus, concurrent projects can be related to the overall liquidity situation of contractors. 
In this chapter, the approach adopted to design the heuristics is presented first. Later, 
multi projects case studies are presented with a solution sample. 
 
5.1 Approach to the Multi Projects Scheduling Problem 
In this section, the objective function is defined followed by the design of the GA, 
SA and SFLA heuristics. The representation used in the multi projects scheduling 
problem is presented earlier in section 4.2.1. Also, the generation of the initial solution is 
presented in the same section.  
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5.1.1 The Objective Function 
In multi projects finance based scheduling, we assume that unit-price contracts 
between the client and the contractors charge a daily penalty on the late completion of 
any project. Thus, the objective of minimizing the project duration is broadened to be the 
profit maximization of all ongoing projects. The net profit of a single project is denoted 
by , see Figure 3.1, and can be defined as the amount of positive cumulative balance at 
the end of the project’s cash flow. The total net profit of a multi projects  can be 
defined as the total positive cumulative balance at the end of total cash flow of the multi 
projects. Using the penalization strategy, the objective function (fitness function) will be 
 J  R D&\ 34 R 6 
 Where D is a penalty factor, 34is the multi projects’ total maximum negative cash 
flow and 6is the specified multi projects’ credit limit. 
5.1.2 Genetic Algorithm 
The GA used for the multi projects problem is similar to the one presented in 
section 4.2.2. However, the algorithm is modified to take care of multiple projects by 
generating a population for each project. For example, if we have two projects, two 
populations need to be generated. The fitness of the solution depends on both projects as 
 is the total net profit of both projects. This profit can be calculated by combining 
the cash flow of ith individual in the 1st population with the ith individual in the 2nd 
population.  Selection is done based on the fitness value after applying the sigma scaling 
mechanism to it. The reproduction and mutation operators are applied for each 
population. 
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5.1.3 Shuffled Frog-Leaping Algorithm 
The SFLA used here is based on the one presented earlier in section 4.2.3. Similar 
to the GA, the modification applied to the SFLA is to use multiple frog populations 
instead of one. Each population will have its own memeplexes and sub-memeplexes. The 
evaluation is done based on both populations and each population is sorted according to 
the evaluated fitness. The final solution will consist of the best frog from each population 
which is the first frog after the stopping criteria is reached. 
5.1.4 Simulated Annealing 
Muti projects SA is based on the one presented in section 4.2.4. An initial shift 
vector is generated for each project. The energy (solution) is evaluated based on both 
initial shift vectors. Then, a neighbor is generated for the shift vector of each project and 
the energy of the neighbors is evaluated. The solution is accepted or rejected according to 
the steps explained earlier. 
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5.2 Case Studies 
In this section, two multi projects’ case studies are given. The first case study is for a 
contractor executing two concurrent projects, the first is a 25-activity project and the 
second is a 30-activity project. In the second case study, the concurrent projects consist of 
125 and 120 activities respectively. The activity networks for the first case study are 
shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. The networks for the 125 and 120 activities are a 
repeated version of the 25 and 30 networks respectively. The financial data and the 
contractual terms of the four projects are shown in Table 5.1. An example on the 
financial calculations for the rates of the cash outflows and inflows is given in Table 5.2. 
This information is input to the program and all the cash flow calculations are based on it.  
A solution for the 25-30 multi-projects case, represented by schedules obtained as an 
output from the program, at a credit limit of 75,000 is presented in Figure 5.3 and Figure 
5.4. In addition, the weekly expenditure and income for both of the projects are presented 
in Table 5.3. Finally, cash flow details for each project are presented in Tables 5.4, 5.5 
and are illustrated in Figures 5.5, 5.6. The total cash flow details of both projects are 
presented in Table 5.6 and are illustrated in Figure 5.7. Further results and discussion are 
presented in the following chapter. 
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Table  5.2: Factor calculations for the 30-activity project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Total cash outflow = 132,500; 
Overheads = 19,875; 
Mobilization costs = 7,618.8; 
Cash outflow + Overheads + Mobilization = 159,993.8;  
Taxes = 3199.9 
Taxes + cash outflow + Overheads + Mobilization = 163,193.7; 
Bond Premium = 1,958.3; 
Total Bid Price = 197,790.7; 
Factor to determine price based on cash outflow (197,790.7÷132,500)=1.4927 
Activity 
 
Duration in 
days 
Direct  
Cost per 
day 
Total 
direct 
cost 
Price  
per 
day 
Aa:Ae 1 1700 1700 2537.69 
Ba:Be 2 1500 3000 2239.14 
Ca:Ce 3 1800 5400 2686.97 
Da:De 4 1900 7600 2836.24 
Ea:Ee 3 1600 4800 2388.42 
Fa:Fe 2 2000 4000 2985.52 
Note: The prices in this table do not include the financing cost 
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Table  5.3: Weekly expenditure and income of the individual and combined projects. 
 
End  
of 
Week 
 
Expenditures 
Amount Sum for 
two  
projects 
 
Income 
Amount Sum for 
two 
projects 
25-Act. 
Project  
30-Act. 
Project 
25-Act. 
Project 
30-Act. 
Project 
0 Mobilization & 
bond 
11010.1  --- 11010.1 Advance 
payment 
9829.6  -- 9829.6 
1 Direct cost 21850  --  -- Earned value  --  --  -- 
 Overhead and Tax 2620.2a  --  -- Deductions  --  --  -- 
 Total 24470.2  -- 24480.7 Net  --  --  -- 
2 Direct cost 8750  --  -- Earned value  32803.4   --  -- 
 Overhead and Tax 2630.7a  --  -- Deductions 3606.4c  --  -- 
  Total 11380.7 9577.1g 20957.8 Net 29196.9 19779.1h 48976 
3  Direct cost 11150 23600  -- Earned value 13136.3  --  -- 
  Overhead and Tax 2630.7a 3978.4b  -- Deductions 2426.4  --  -- 
  Total 13780.7 27578.4 41359.1 Net 10709.9  -- 10709.9 
4  Direct cost 14350 24700  -- Earned value 16739.4  35229.1   -- 
  Overhead and Tax 2630.7a 3978.4b  -- Deductions 2642.6 5057.9d  -- 
  Total 16980.7 28678.4 45659.1 Net 14096.8 30171.1 44268 
5  Direct cost 12950 24300  -- Earned value 21543.6  36871.1   -- 
  Overhead and Tax 2630.7a 3978.4b  -- Deductions 2930.8 5140  -- 
  Total 15580.7 28278.4 43859.1 Net 18612.7 31731 50343.8 
6  Direct cost 3700 28700  -- Earned value 19441.8  36274   -- 
  Overhead and Tax 1052.3a 3978.4b  --  Deductions 2804.7 5110.2  -- 
  Total 4752.4 32678.4 37430.7 Net 16637 31163.8 47800.9 
7  Direct cost  -- 20000  -- Earned value 5554.8 42842.2   -- 
  Overhead and Tax  -- 3978.4b  -- Deductions 1971.5 5438.6  -- 
  Total  -- 23978.4 23978.4  Additions 6553. 1e -- -- 
      Net 10136.3 37403.5 47539.9 
8  Direct cost  -- 11200  -- Earned value  -- 29855.2   -- 
  Overhead and Tax  -- 3182.7b  -- Deductions  -- 4789.2  -- 
  Total  -- 14382.7 14382.7 Net  -- 25065.9 25065.9 
9  Direct cost  --  --  -- Earned value  -- 16718.9   -- 
  Overhead and Tax  --  --  -- Deductions  -- 4132.4  -- 
  Total  --  -- -- Additions  -- 9889. 5f -- 
        Net --  22475.9 22475.9  
a: Overheads/day = 12367.5/27=458.1; Tax/day = 1838.54/27 = 68.09;
b: Overhead/day = 19875/29=685.34; Tax/day = 3199.88 /29 = 110.34; 
c: Retained percentage and advance payment retrieval = 28674.4×0.06 + 9829.62/6 = 3358.7;  
d: Retained percentage and advance payment retrieval = 30153.8×0.05 + 19779.07/7 = 4333.3; 
e: Paying the retained money back = 109217.98 × 0.06 = 6553.1; 
f: Paying the retained money back = 197790.68 × 0.05 = 9889.5;
g: Mobilization and bond costs for the 30-activity project.
h: Advance payment of the 30-activity project.
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Chapter 6 
6. Results and Discussion 
 
In this chapter we report our computational experience and benchmark comparisons 
between the solution methods discussed in Chapter 4. The solutions reported are obtained 
using integer programming, genetic algorithm, genetic algorithm with repair, shuffled 
frog leaping algorithm, shuffled frog leaping algorithm with repair, simulated annealing 
and simulated annealing with repair. 
The optimal solutions obtained using the integer program are solved using Lingo 10 
optimization package from LINDO systems. In addition, the results of the meta-heuristics 
are obtained by solving the problems coded on Matlab 7.4.0. All experiments took place 
on a 2 GHz intel machine with 1GB of RAM. The benchmark comparisons among 
solution methods are presented for both the single project and multi projects problems. 
Single project example networks consist of five 30-activity networks presented in 
Appendix 1. In the single project finance based scheduling problem, contracts are 
assumed to follow the unit-price contracts with a 10% overhead percentage, 20% markup 
percentage and a 10% retainage. The payments are assumed to have a one week lag.  On 
the other hand, the multi projects example networks are illustrated in Chapter 5. The 
contracts are assumed to follow the cost-plus contracts with the contractual terms 
presented in Table 5.1. 
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6.1 Meta-heuristics’ Parameters 
 
In order to obtain the most suitable parameter values that suit our problem, a large 
number of experiments for each meta-heuristic were conducted. The final parameter 
values adopted for each meta-heuristic are given next. 
 
Genetic Algorithm 
For the single project problem, the population size was set to 500. The crossover and 
mutation probabilities were set to 1 and 0.2 respectively. The evolutionary process was 
kept running until either the optimal solution of the IP is reached or until there are no 
improvement in 10 consecutive generations whichever occurs first. The maximum 
number of generations was set to 100. For the multi projects problem, the population size 
was increased to 2000. The crossover and mutation probabilities were set to 1 and 0.05 
respectively. The number of generations was increased to 1000. 
 
Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm 
For the single project problem, the population size was set to 600. The memeplex and 
submemeplex sizes were set to 40 and 20 respectively. The number of evolutions per 
iteration was set to 15 and the maximum number of iterations was 100. For the multi 
projects problem, the population size was increased to 4000 and the number of iterations 
was set to 150. 
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Simulated Annealing 
For the single project problem, The initial temperature was set to 1 and the cooling 
schedule factor, E,was set to 0.95. The Boltzmann constant was set to 1 and the iterations 
per temperature were 600. The minimum temperature was set to 0.0001. For the multi 
projects problem, The initial temperature was set to 1 and the cooling schedule factor, 
E,was set to 0.98. The Boltzmann constant was set to 2000 and the iterations per 
temperature were 600. The minimum temperature was set to 0.0001. 
 
6.2 Comparisons and Discussion 
The results obtained after solving the single project problems using the exact and 
heuristic solutions, with and without repair, are presented in this section. Later, the multi 
projects results using the heuristic solutions are presented. The heuristic results that are 
presented in this section are the best results obtained out of ten runs. All problems were 
solved using two different credit limits. Each problem was solved ten times and 
performance measures were recorded. The performance comparison between the meta- 
heuristics are based on three criteria: (1) the average and standard deviation of the 
solution; (2) the percentage deviation of the average from the optimal solution obtained 
from the integer program; and (3) the average processing time. In all experiments, the 
heuristic is stopped when the optimal solution is reached or when the terminating criteria 
of the heuristic is satisfied whichever comes first. (Elbeltagi, Hegazy & Grierson, 2005)  
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For the single project problem, the objective was to minimize the total duration of 
the project under a given credit limit. Table 6.1 shows the optimal results obtained from 
the integer program along with the heuristics’ best results out of ten runs. It can be seen 
that for Networks 4 and 5 all heuristics have performed well and were able to reach the 
optimal solution. However, not all were able to reach the optimal for the rest of the 
networks. Further details of the solutions are summarized in Table 6.2 and 6.3 for 
solutions obtained without repair and with repair respectively. In each table, details of the 
solutions obtained using the constrained credit limit is presented including the different 
performance measures. Figure 6.1 shows the percentage deviation from the optimal 
solution for problems solved without repair. As shown in Figure 6.1, SFLA outperformed 
GA when it comes to solution quality but SA was the best among all of the three. The 
average processing time for each meta-heuristics is shown in Figure 6.2. The best 
heuristic in terms in solution quality, SA, is the slowest in the speed of convergence. This 
might be attributed to the mechanism of how the SA works. Furthermore, SFLA 
outperformed the GA in speed. When the repair algorithm is used with these heuristics, 
the solution quality improves substantially as all heuristics reached the optimal solution. 
Figure 6.3 shows the average processing time for the heuristics when the repair algorithm 
is used. In four of the five networks, the processing time of the GA was the least. It 
should be noted that the repair algorithm also helps in reaching the optimal solution 
regardless of the quality of the initial population. This is illustrated by an example on 
Network 4, using GA and GA-R, in Table 6.4. Without using the repair algorithm, the 
percent deviation from the optimal increases as the additional shift units, added to the 
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shift vector that is used to generate the initial population, are decreased from 5 to 0. 
However, the solution quality remains the same when the repair algorithm is used. 
The results obtained for the multi projects problem are summarized in Table 6.5. 
The objective in this problem was to maximize the total profit of the combined projects 
while keeping the total maximum negative cash flow of both projects within the specified 
credit limit. Detailed results are presented in Table 6.6. According to the deviation 
percentages shown in Figure 6.4, SFLA was better than GA in the case of 125-120 
projects while it was a little worse for the smaller problem of the 25-30 projects. 
Surprisingly, SA outperformed both the GA and the SFLA in both the quality of the 
solution and the processing time. The processing time for each case is shown in Figure 
6.5. It should be noted that when the size of the problem gets larger, the solution quality 
gets affected as the average deviation of the solution becomes poorer when compared to 
smaller problems and the processing time required becomes larger. 
It’s interesting to observe that the performance of all heuristics is almost 
consistent among all problems. Despite being an old heuristic, SA outperformed both of 
the other heuristics for the cases of single and multi projects in solution quality. This 
shows that SA is still a great tool to solve problems with a similar structure as such 
heuristic exploits the structure of the problem as opposed to population based heuristics 
which tend to be explorative rather than exploitative. In addition, it can be concluded that 
the repair algorithm is important for both the GA and the SFLA as it improves the 
solution quality drastically. This improvement however will cost more computation time. 
The repair algorithm replaced the old method of discarding infeasible solutions by adding 
any required shifts to repair any financial infeasibility. 
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Figure  6.1: Percent deviation from the optimal solution
Figure  6.2: Average processing time (Single 
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Chapter 7 
7. Conclusion and Future Research 
 
In this thesis, we have modified the cash flow model of Au and Hendrikson (1986) by 
considering the daily cash flow. This has helped in formulating the problem as an integer 
program with accurate financing cost calculations. We utilized some modeling tricks in 
the integer programming model to accurately calculate the financing cost and the last 
payment received. Due to the NP-hardness nature of this problem, we proposed different 
heuristic solutions using genetic algorithm, shuffled frog leaping algorithm and simulated 
annealing. In these heuristics, we have used a representation scheme that guarantees the 
feasibility of the solution with respect to the precedence relation constraints. In addition, 
a repair algorithm was developed to repair any infeasible solution with respect the 
financial constraint. In addition, we redesigned the heuristics to deal with the multi 
projects finance based scheduling problem. Finally, a study was conducted to compare 
the performance and the quality of solutions produced by each heuristic.  
A huge number of experiments were conducted to select the best parameters for each 
heuristic. Because of the stochastic nature of such heuristics, a number of runs were 
conducted and the average along with the standard deviation were used as  performance 
measures of the solution quality. Moreover, the processing time of each heuristic was 
another performance measure which was recorded.  
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From the results of the study, we conclude that the repair algorithm is required for both 
the GA and the SFLA to get good quality solutions. In addition, SA outperformed the 
other heuristics in the solution quality while SFLA gave fairly better results than the GA 
and was also faster in terms of processing time. This shows that SFLA is a promising fast 
heuristic when compared to the GA. Furthermore, these results favored the use of one of 
the oldest heuristics, SA, for this type of problem. 
 
Further research can be carried out to further investigate several issues. In what 
follows, we outline the most important issues: 
1- Integer Programming: we managed to solve some instances of a 60-activity 
single project problem and it took over a day to get the solution. Further IP 
modeling should be considered to find a tighter set of constraints that will 
improve the solution time.  
2- Meta-heuristics: as SA performed well, it’s expected that other single-
solution based heuristics like Tabu search will have good performance too. 
Other meta-heuristics such as ant colony and particle swarm can be applied. A 
comparative study among these heuristics may further improve the quality of 
the solution obtained for such problem. 
3-  Uncertainty: the uncertainty can be added to different parts in the finance-
based scheduling problem like the activity duration. 
4- Multi-objective: different objective functions can be considered. 
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